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POSITION DESCRIPTION 

POSITION  Global People Officer 

ORGANIZATION  JSI Research & Training Institute, Inc. 

REPORTS TO  Chief Executive Officer 

LOCATION  Washington, DC 

WEBSITE  https://www.jsi.com/ 

 

ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW 
JSI Research & Training Institute, Inc. (JSI) is a global nonprofit dedicated to improving the health of 
individuals and communities throughout the world.  Its fundamental goal is to ensure that all individuals 
live their best and healthiest lives, no matter what. The JSI family of global agencies includes World 
Education, Inc. and the Partnership for Supply Chain Management (PFSCM), as well as independent JSI 
entities in Kenya, Zambia, and India.  
 
Founded in 1978, JSI collaborates with government agencies, the private sector, and local nonprofit and 
civil society organizations to identify and implement solutions to public health and education challenges. 
These partnerships strengthen the capacity of individuals and organizations, improve the quality, 
accessibility, sustainability and equity of health systems and lead to better health outcomes. 
 
JSI now has more than 4,200 colleagues working across 8 offices in the United States and 46 countries 
around the world.  Staff include researchers, consultants, technologists, project managers, and physicians 
that provide innovative technical assistance and capacity-building through large-scale implementation 
projects and smaller consulting projects across public health, health systems, and education.  JSI relies on 
locally and regionally based staff in the US and around the globe to ground its approach in a deep 
understanding of the challenges and opportunities facing communities. 

 
ROLE SUMMARY 
The Global People Officer (GPO) role is an enterprise leadership position, reporting directly to the CEO 
and a critical partner to her and her executive leadership team. JSI seeks a creative GPO to help 
reimagine its people function, culture, structure and policies. As a thought partner, collaborator and 
advisor, the GPO will work alongside senior leaders to rethink and reshape the human resource 
function, ensuring the team has the vision and experience to develop and support the key organizational 
strategies and translate them operationally to assist JSI’s global network in achievement of its goals.   
 

https://www.jsi.com/
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The GPO will have responsibility for rebuilding and repositioning the function and creating a human 
resources (HR) team that is aligned with best practices and initiatives, monitoring their impact and 
ensuring JSI stays abreast of new methodologies to stay current. The GPO will be responsible for providing 
strategic direction across the full scope of the HR function, domestically and internationally and take 
responsibility for guaranteeing that the global teams receive the support they need to operate effectively. 
The GPO will, therefore, develop and execute the long-term umbrella HR strategy and partner with senior 
management to ensure the infrastructure is in place for the global vision to be fully realized.  

As a trusted thought partner, the GPO will advise the CEO in areas of leadership, employee relations, 
talent acquisition, engagement, compensation, organizational design and change, performance 
management and learning and development. The GPO will lead, assess, mentor and support all team 
members to ensure that daily HR operations are effortlessly handled in a timely and appropriate way. 
Moreover, the GPO will herald a new culture of individual and team achievement; ensuring every 
employee’s objectives represent and reflect JSI’s strategic plans and are monitored through performance 
management goals. 

 Of critical importance, the GPO will spearhead JSI’s commitment to be a leading-edge diverse, anti-
racist, equitable, and inclusive organization and will be responsible for developing, embedding and 
ensuring plans are achieved that foster an innovative vision of equity, diversity, inclusion and belonging 
(EDIB). The GPO will operate at the programmatic and administrative levels, working to eliminate 
systemic organizational marginalization and promote inclusion and anti-racist practices.  
 
The ideal candidate will be known as a collaborative, courageous, innovative, and visionary leader with 
outstanding people and management skills. They will be a forward-thinking practitioner who has a passion 
for this work and who will build and inspire a professional and dedicated human resource function.  
 

Primary Responsibilities  

Strategic 
 From a human resources perspective, assess the needs of the JSI structure in order to create and 

implement a strategic plan that aligns with the overall mission and strategy of the organization 
that can be measured for effectiveness, resulting in innovative, best practices and policies to 
support the full JSI infrastructure. Create an organizational design and plan that supports a climate 
of change, establishing achievable and measurable goals that not only support JSI’s strategic plans 
but provide global human resources support worldwide. 

 Assess the current human resources skill set, identifying both strengths, and opportunities for 
development. Identify the optimal structure to support the CEO, the leadership team and global 
operations as a partner and advisor in the short term, as well as participating in planning for the 
long term. 
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 Build an engaged, curious, high-performing culture; one that seeks accountability, transparency 
and collaboration. Encourage and support new ideas and a change management mindset.  

 Review all policies and procedures, ensuring they support a best-in-class philosophy; socialize and 
communicate all changes across the organization. 

 Measure the impact the human resource function has on the organization through Service Level 
Agreements, scorecards, and feedback. Foster a culture of continuous improvement and 
recognize exemplary work.  

 Provide HR strategic guidance on special projects and oversee the development of HR analytics 
and reporting, talent reviews, training, change management, organizational design, diversity and 
inclusion. 

 Partner globally with all key constituents to provide insightful, innovative thinking and problem 
solving on critical HR issues including succession planning and rewards and recognition. 

 Operational 

 Develop the ideal structure for the human resources function to ensure it can deliver consistently, 
effectively and in a timely way, and delivery can be measured for success. 

 Proactively manage resource allocation and develop a creative and competitive approach to 
recruiting to ensure JSI attracts high-potential talent throughout the world.  

 Be seen as the global ambassador for human resources, providing advice on people programs and 
processes to enhance local initiatives, operational delivery and human resources planning.  

 Partner with Finance in overseeing departmental budget and headcount. 

 Guide the HR team to develop comprehensive and current approaches to performance 
management, talent acquisition, learning and development, engagement, benefits, rewards, visa 
and immigration policies and compliance. 

 Oversee compensation practices and philosophy to ensure salary benchmarking and surveys are 
handled on a regular basis, and advise leadership on necessary changes. 

 Respond to the HR demands of a global organization with geographically distributed field offices; 
assist in articulating global HR policy at the country and regional level, and ensure they have the 
operational human resources skills needed to support their needs. 

 Partner with IT on human resources related technology needs to ensure JSI has a relevant 
infrastructure to support the needs of the business. 

 Lead discussions with human resources related vendors and external partners to create and 
maintain relationships and negotiate contracts. 
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Culture and Development 

 Have primary responsibility for embedding JSI’s core values, ensuring they are recognized in the 
goals and objectives of every employee and that every team member globally displays behaviors 
that reflect them. 

 Develop and foster a culture of team achievement and pride in the extraordinary work the 
organization does worldwide, and position JSI as a forward thinking, inclusive and collaborative 
entity.   

 Develop relationships with employees and become a trusted partner who is sought for advice, 
coaching and counsel on HR, cultural, and organizational issues and encourage cross functional 
communication to build a strong internal infrastructure. 

 Engage in candid and, where needed, challenging conversations with leadership to develop teams 
and goals which lead to improved performance and engagement. 

 Create a training curriculum and leadership development plans to develop bench strength of 
leaders capable of addressing the challenges of a highly dynamic organization, and assess for 
future succession opportunities.  

 Mediate employee relations and performance issues and provide counsel to fellow managers on 
appropriate methods of performance management. 

Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging 

 Develop and convey a comprehensive multi-year diversity, equity, and inclusion strategy that 
aligns with JSI’s strategic goals and objectives; ensure that JSI’s long-term plans are inspired by 
an equity lens, and fully reflect the organization’s equity identity and focus on inclusion.  

 Work with team to elevate advocacy and communications capacity in support of equity, diversity, 
inclusion and belonging (EDIB), as well as interface with the CEO on strategy, resource 
development, budgeting and other related initiatives. 

 Develop organizational metrics for measuring progress of the diversity, equity and inclusion 
strategy and track individual employee performance on EDIB key performance indicators. 
Oversee metrics collection, evaluate results on an annual or bi-annual basis, report outcomes to 
leadership, and provide intervention recommendations to ensure goal realization. 

 Drive efforts to incorporate equity into all operations, governance and program activities. 

 Partner with the JSI Anti-Racism and Equity Task Force (and other JSI committees) to involve 
department representatives directly in JSI’s strategy for enhancing staff diversity, equity, 
inclusion and belonging. 

 Serve as an internal and external thought leader on Equity, Diversity, Inclusion & Belonging. 
Become the organization’s voice for promoting and elevating EDIB awareness. 
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 Serve as a trusted advisor and point of contact for creation and/or development of employee 
resource groups and programs that support engagement, mentorship, community, and well-
being; convey feedback and recommendations from affinity groups to the JSI leadership. 

 Foster and cultivate meaningful external EDIB relationships with impactful and impressive 
professional affinity organizations and partners. 

 
Leadership Skills 

 At least 10+ years of progressive human resources leadership experience, with 2-3 years leading 
a global HR function supporting an executive team with aspirational HR strategic planning and 
measurable operational delivery.  Public sector, not-for-profit experience beneficial. 

 Experience managing people and teams of various sizes in dispersed locations, preferably in global 
regions of Africa, Asia and Latin America, demonstrating a strong cultural awareness. 

 Experience in change management; identifying the optimal human resource structure required 
for JSI to continue to achieve its goals and socializing and communicating all changes to ensure 
understanding and engagement.  

 Evidence of creating a climate for transformational change and successfully developing a new 
cultural and best practices perspective; engaging all employees, encouraging open dialogue, and 
fostering new ideas. Build consensus around a shared vision of goals and strategies to advance 
the mission. 

 Evidence of creating EDIB programs that reflect the ideals and philosophy of an organization, 
ensuring it is embedded as a business and cultural imperative, and demonstrated every day in the 
interactions and work JSI conducts. 

 General business and financial acumen with the ability to develop and utilize HR data and metrics 
as they relate to and impact business topics in Finance, Legal, IT, payroll, and administration. 

 Demonstrated capability in adapting and innovating HR practices and solutions and scaling and/or 
right sizing based on fluid and fast-paced, entrepreneurial organization. Ability to work as a 
strategic and tactical leader. 

Personal Characteristics 
 Results-driven, agile, change agent with the commitment and confidence to assume a leadership 

role in an evolving complex environment.  

 Unquestionable personal integrity, fairness, and credibility necessary to gain the trust and 
commitment of individuals at all levels of the organization. 

 Empathetic and engaging individual who cultivates strong relationships, listens well, is responsive, 
solutions focused and results oriented. 
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 Excellent communications skills - written, verbal and interpersonal, with cultural competency to 
communicate with and authentically engage audiences globally. 

 Passionate about the mission of JSI, enthused by the challenges confronting the organization and 
dedicated to achieving its goal. 

Education 
 Bachelor’s degree required, advanced degree preferred. HR certifications valued (SPHR, GPHR).  

 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER  

JSI is committed to creating a diverse work environment and is proud to be an equal opportunity 
employer that does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, gender identity, 
religion, sexual orientation, age, disability, parental status, veteran status, or any other protected status 
under applicable laws. All applicants meeting the qualifications are encouraged to apply.  

 
SEARCH TEAM 
 
Judy Boreham 
Managing Director; Co-Practice Lead, Human Resources Practice 
215.656.3575 | 215.219.4465 (m) 
Judy.Boreham@divsearch.com 
 
Denielle Pemberton-Heard 
Chief Legal Officer and Managing Director 
301.928.8071 
dpembertonheard@divsearch.com 
 
Blaine Ulmer 
Senior Associate 
314.910.8638 
blaine.ulmer@divsearch.com 
 
Marilyn Coxall 
Executive Assistant 
212.542.2582 
marilyn.coxall@divsearch.com 
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